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as
`This study was designed- within the framework of a body of research

as
Arr41 which demonstrates that aspects pf school board behavior can be predicted

Lr. -

,.r.--1
by characteristics ofi the schobl district and by the nature of the,614tion

\ .

,

cm
LL1

process.
1

Those fin ina canan be linked into 'a testable theory.. The
. . 4..

study reported here was conducted to apply that theory to understand\ .

0

events in g specific cokmunity and to illuminate a part of that theory-,-

.

.the effeOi of electoral competition and conflict on the role new board
A

members assume.

BACKGROUND

.

Several studies have shown that school boarddeci ion making styles.'

can be explained 'by community and electoral variables. School district

characterigtics of complexity
2

and socio-economic Iev 1
3

have been linked .

to electdral, competition, electoral conflict, and aspects of school board

behavior. Elements of thig research can be combined td form a testable

theory which links district charadteristics electoral compstitionaand

conflict and, both directly and ,indirectly,tto school board behavior. )1-

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
o

District complexity is directly associated with electoral com-

petition, electoral conflict and board responsiveness. Zeigler and

4re.
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DISTRICT CHAACTERISTICS ELECTORAL VARIABLES BOARD'S DECISION MAKING STYLE

Social and Economic,

.C6Mplexity

SocioEcOngmic ' $.

Status,

Electoral Competition
and Conflict

t
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FIGURE 1
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2, .Board,Receptivity to
PubiiC Participation
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3, Conflict Between BSSrd
and Superintendent



Jetnings found that schOol boards in the United States Census Standar

4,

Metropolit Statistical Areas (SMSAs) are more likely to be responsive

,

`to'groups., l\s'likely to be responsive to individuals, and more often
. . , - 0 <,,-

'in conflict with the superintendent than are school boards in smaller,

IP
less complex distritts.

4
Minar reported that boards in high socio - economic.

1.

status districts are less often in conflict with the superintendent than

are boards in low SES districts.
5

Electoral jtompetition and,conflict appear as intervening variables

. .

between district characteristics and board behavior. Cistone showed

,
electoral competition and conflict to be mot prevalent in urban/hetero-

geneous districts than'in rural/homogeneous districts.
6

Zeigler and

Jennings
7
and Stelzer

8
reported a positivsrelationship between electoral

competition and board-superintendent conflict. Stelzer also found that

electoral competition wessositively associated with board members'

receptivity to citizen partic ation in board deliberations.' Zeigler

and Jennings reported a weak positive relationship between electoral

factors which foster competition for office and board responsiveness

to groups.
9

a

°

Iannaccone and Lutz and researchers testing their theory perpeil.;`\

the electoral process as an effective mechanism for producingpolicr

changes which reflect the electorate' values. They indicate that when
,e

a community experienc s social changes from in-migration-, or out-

migration
11

its values may diverge from those of'the cloSed system.of

the school board and its administration. When this otturs 'insurgents

may provide new political leadership and force open that closed'system

by challe ging and defeating, incumbents, <Conflict tin the board will in-
.

crease-Ili:it the insurgents can form a majoAity.' The new board .will re=



place the superintendent with an outsider given a mandate to initiate

policy changes. This theory assumes that the election process allows

voters.to affect policy making. ,

Kerr argued that electoral, variables which diminish electoral con-

flict help to explain-superintendent dominance of school boards.
12

While Zeigler.and'Jennings found only a weak associatiod between com-

petition for office and board responsiveness to groups, their confidence

in democratic processes led them to state that "tinkering with the legal

framework" to increase competition for office would; over time, increase

board accountability, and thus responsiveness, to the electorate .13

$ i

Voters in school financial referenda have a more'ore Airect voice in a
, 1

,

speci°fi,olicy decision. Research on such elections. shows that conflict,

as evidenced by individual criticism and organized opposition to a

bond issue, changes both the size and the composition the "normal"

electorate by activating thetypically nninvolved citizen . 4

Thus an extensive body of literature indicates that electoral con-
.

ditionsfare important intervening variables explaining the relationship

between community characteristics and school board behavior. Consistent

with classic dekocratic theory, it suggests that competition for office

and conflict Over issues increases voter participation. Broader partic-

ipation promotes .the elect/On of board members who represent the will of

-
the community to the School administration. Conversely,'a lack of,com-

petition and conflict allows the superintendent to dominatethe board

so that it serveb to legitimate administrative policyto the community.

When applied to a specific case, the theory developed from this

research would lead to several'predictions. For example; community con-

.flict over school-related issues and board actions and candidates who chal-



:

1 )
lenge the board's policies and decision making processes might be evidence

of an insurgent group's attempt to gain influence. If would also predict _....../

,.---.

that these conditions would have the effect'of stimulating theinterest
.: , .

. , . , .

.

of citizens who usually ignore schoia politics and; thus, would affect

turnout. The election of challengers would be 'evidence either of the

strength of the insurgents oof the dissatisfaction of the newly invqlved

voter. Election of the challengers would produce intra-bodrdand board-

,

superintendent conflict which caul-lead to a change in superintenden s and

a change in policies. .

t THE 1977 SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION

This case study attempted to,apply the theory described above to a

specific election. The recent history of the school system under in-

vestigation makes a c se study of its 1977 school board. election of tele-
'

vance for the developtent of a theory of elections..and board behavior.

Th% school district of approximately 80,000 students is located in the

southwestern Unii63 States, an area which has experienced major population
.

increases. The heterogeneous distriCt encomp,asses the onlySMSA in the
. .

state and includes ru al; suburban and rinercity populations. In the

1977 election voters filled two at -large positionb on the board of edu-

cation' and approved a.tax increase to support the city's technical-
. .

vocational school.

In the past, the city. 's.board elections have attracted many candidates

but few divisive issues. Incumbents choosing to run have always been re-
,

elected. ,Voters have never defeated a school bond issue. Although dis-

agreements between the schok adiainistratton and parts of the community*

occur regulatly, the legitimacy of the decision making process had never

4 .
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. .

been challenged-seriously.until the months preceding the 1977 election.

-Then a confluence of separateoresues appeared to threiten the system's

stability.

The six months before the election ad seen a strong campaign

to recall four of the five board menibers. While enOugh.eignatures for

the election were collected, legal technicalities prevented'their verifi-

cation, and no recall election was held.

The_system's teachers were wor

a negotiations deadlock and S faile

ing without a mastef contract after

strike vote. This,condItion worried

many teachers who expressed fear of what the administration might do.

The teachers';bargaining unit blamed the board for the problem. A wild-

cat strike supported by a majority of the systpm's'blue collard/Orkers

left a residue of bitterness, not only among those employees bukt among

_.
other low income Chicanos and Chicano high school and college srudents.

.
\,

These groups demnnstrated, picketed board meetings, and even disrupted

board'meetings.

.,

In the 1975 election a heavy snowstorm.had depressed turnout in a
.0

\ 4419

large part of the city.' As a result, a dissident with support in low

income Hispanic precinctp unaffected by the weather was elected. Since

an incumbent running for reelection also on with a large majority in

'--

all areas of the city, her election did not appear to represent a shift

_ in cammunityattitudes toward the school system. The new board member

`,Mattered the traditional public consensus long characteristic of the

board: Stie publicly challenged both administrative decisions and the

. .

,yrocedutes used tornakethem. Overflow crowds attended board Meetings, and
, .

angry exchanges between b ard members often were featured on the ..

evening news. r

A %A
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These controversies, especially as they'focused,on the recall move-
.

'went, alarmed the school system's supporters. Many expressed fears that

ihe'confliqt would "split the community." Board.mdibers hel.d a series of .

private meetings With teachers to explain their decisions, and supporters i

P
.

.1 ,

..
-of the board held community meetings to organize against the recall-. The

two incumbents chose not to seek reelection.
15

Seven candidates sought One

6
at-large position, and sixteen'sodght the other.

The campaign raised stron :y-contested issues., Attention foc used

on two sets of candidates .pne'backed by board incumbents and the system's

'administration, the other supported by various groups whooppos d the
tv

educational "establishment." The dissident candidates raised issues of de

facto segregation, and professional rather than lay control of educational
o

decision making. Though public debate .did not focus on ethnic issues, some\

supporters of the system privately cited fears of a inoiity,"takeover"

of education in, the state. One of the candidates bac d by the board

and adminiStration was jokingly nicknamed (by his supporters) 'the great

white hype."

The "establishment- .candidates won easily. Both were involved ac-

tively in the communi s voluntary organizations from which board members

Usually einerge. One candidate received twice the votes of his nearest

competitor. The other received nearly 40% more votes than the total cast

for alLher opponents. Out of 85 precincts, one candidate carried 64

4and ,ttied one, while the other carried 76 and tied one. The winning can-

didates, received si4ble minorities in ma* of the precincts they lost.

The board incumbents and the school system's administration interpreted

the results as a vindication of their past policies and procedures.

a

-7-
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i HoweVer, the new board Tedtbers surprised their supporters. Joining
,

with the dissident to form a'3 -2 majority; they pressed fora different

relationship with the administration. Soon they were accused of inter`

)fering in the day-to-day operation of the school system and of confusing

"policy making" with "administration.' Within three months of the election

the superintendent hael\esigned.

./ METHODS AND DATASOURCES

Data for this study was collected as part of longitudinal research

on change in the school district. Both quantitative and qualitative

data were Collecter .

/

Graduate students gave questionaires to voters leaving the polls

at 13 polling plac6. The sites were selected to be,repreSentative of

the district's ethnic and income distribution. aecauselaf student job

commitments questionnaires were distributed irlhe late afternoon.

'MS may have sliieWed the saiple toward those who are employed and, less

likely to vote during working hours. One hundred-and thirty -one voters

returned usable questionnaires. To encourage responses, the, instruments.

were limited to one page. They sought information about voter demographic

characteristics, participation in community 'activities, sources of in-

formation about candidates, and issues, sources of influence on the voting.

decision, and issues considered important in the election.

To verify the demographic data from questionnaires an analysis of

voting results by precincts was also done._ An earlier study of voter0

participation in the'districes 1968. and 1969 school' financial referenda
16

.

provified a"basis.of comparisen.

A content analysis of candidate speethes at a public meeting was

made. The/author interviewed partipipants in the controVersy preceding_the

-8.9
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election, attended meetings of. involved groups, and attended public

meetings where candidates presented their views.

FINDINGS

Becauge comparative data for hypothesis testing was not available,

,research questions suggested by the_theory described aboxi .rather than,

testa le propqsitions were raised. The initial question was Did the

intense 'conflict and, competition have the predicted effect of changing

voter turnout?

*

The data 'show that conflict did not disrupt the "normal" pattern-of

t'
voting in the community's school elections. The electbrate was neither

quantitatively nor qhlitatively different from that in past school,elec-

(----)tions. Only 14.5% of the 178000 registered voted, a'marginal over the

13.2% who had voted in the 1973 election. (The
'

1975 election was not used

.

as a basis of comparison because weather conditions created an atypical

condition and prevented a large area of the city-from voting.) Despite

t.

the'cityls growth, the absolute number of voters was roughly 2,000 less'

than the turnout ina bond referendum held five yeari earlier.

Qualitatively, the electorate-retained-the characteristics Hatley

.

described in the city and others have found typical of school referenda

nationally.
16

Their responses Ito the questionnaires showed that the ,

sampled voters were predominatly middle income citifens with a direct

interest in"schools. Table 1 shows voter responses to two items used

as measures of socio-economic status --occupation and level of education.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE'

Analysis of voting rates 13* precinct supports the questionnaire re-

sults. .,While. turnout averaged' 14.5% .of the regptered voters for the total

,
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TABLE 1

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
=131

a

ta
Item Percent

%

% A. Occupation

(..

Teacher ....

,School Administrator
Retired Teacher
Retired(other)
HoIrsimife

Student
White Collar
Professional:
Blue Cdllar
,Other

1

B. Level of Education

Less than High School
High School Only
Less than 4"Lears College
Bachelors Degree Only
Post Graduate Degrees or Hours
No Response

f

c

24.4
1.5

3.8
6.9

15.3
1.0:7

18.3
8.4,
6.1
4.6

' 3.8
11.5
22.9
.1445
44.3

3.1

...

I

p

)



district, it was consistently below the mean.(7.7% in the precinct with

, ..

the lowest turnout) in low SES precincts and above the mean (27.7% in. the

precinct with highest turnout) in the highet SESlprecincts.

New voters comprise less than one-fourth of the sample. Those under.

the age of thirty account for'the majority of those-who had not voted in
..,

/ past schoOl election's., All others had voted in at least one of the past
.

. ' - k,

to school board or bond election's, and 58% had voted in both.sets'of
. ,,.... :

,....

elections. ----:...

I

Respondent reports of occupation and participation, in community of -

._fairs show.a pattern of involvement fitting Dahl's pluralist model of

. community power.
17 In pluralist communities, participation in decision .

1..

.

making fends to be determined by the nature,of the decision area.. A
;

' .

relatively stable minoritpof citizens is involved in any area. A large -

st:

-

proportion of that minority is involved because of its direct interest in
P

the area derived, from roles as employees or recipierits"Of servicts.
/
Those.

holding, formal tositiohs-iadminisfrators and 'elected officialq--exert
1 . t

,
4

most influence. The entire community r'rely is iriterested'in a particular

issue area.

.Teachers and parents form the of this sample. Thirty

percent of.the,sample are teachers, administrators or retired teachers.

,Teachers alone accounted for 24% of the sample. An additional 114 of"
),4N.

le sample reported'the _spouse's occupation as teacher. Fdrty-six per-
,

celltE9ported having-children i e public schooit. while on13+ 37%*of-

-
the city's'total population have children in the publiCschool'sY6tem.

LB.

Paiticipatioh in educational politicsa;Peats to be tohcentrated-----"1------

in a social system-of individuals linkedby activity in formal, school-
-

.
. o-,

related bodies such as the PTA,.civic organjzatiOns which include educe-
-60.

e

, . : .1 2 . ''
.

, ,
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tion among their interests,.arid professionals employed in educhtion.

Nearly 40% of-the fespondents are active in the PTA or other parent - school

-organizations. Roughly 12% are active in either the local NEA affiliate

or the teachers' union. Eight percent of the total sample consider them-

selves active members of tile Chaiber of Commerce, and 15% are active in

other service organizations.

Teachers are involved in all areas of this network. A larger per-

centage of teachers (69%) than of-any other group in the sample is active

in parent-school organizatidu.s_ While -some teachers without-children are
,

active, the questionnaire a suggest that many teachers play a dual role

in parent-teacher gro In their own schools they represent the organi-

zation. In their children's cicf4)ols they are parents with an "insider's"
rt

knowledge of the school system and of educational issues in general.

Smallerpercentages of teachers also are active in other community organi-
,

zations. A# members of. these bodies they serve as linkages between

teachers and members of other groups.

4
Teachers were more likely than members orother occupational groups

V.

to seek information from all sources aboufthe election and the candidates.,

While teachers sought information from many sources, they were 'not cor-
,

respondingly susceptible to those potential sources of influence. Of all

occupational groups in the sample, only students and blue collar workers

were less likely to state that their votes were influenced by newspaper

'Andoisements. Only blue collar workers were less likely to state that

their votes were influenCed by recommendations from knowledgeable ac-

quaintances. The impact, of from knowledgeable acquaint-
,

anCes is of special interest. For members of most occupational groups,

such recommendations were the most important influence on the voting decision.

-11-3



Teachers may be the "knowledgeable acquaintances" for many other voters.

'Those who participate in other organizations may play the role of opinioni -
,..,./eders for educational issues.

learty the high degree of conflict and competition in the election

,did not have the predicted effect of increasing turnout and involving

large numbers of new voters. While conflict over issues appeared intense,

it aroused"those who were already participating in the educational social

network as teachers, PTA members, community volunteers, and holders of.,

official. schoo/1.--related positions. Those candidats and their supporters

who attempted to activate the typically uninvolved citizen were unauc-
..

t. k

cessful. Critics failed to force open the system by placing their own

candidates on the board.

Competition and conflict had little effect on turnout or on the

choice of winning candidates. When the new board members joined the dis-

sident to form a majority and entered into public debate with the board

minority and the school administration, the election was reexamined.

. The second research question became: What other-electoral factorszei

.other variables suppoiied the new Hoard members' indenendence?

Campaign issues shaped the new ileard's"behavior, though in an un-.
.,.

expected way. A content analysis of campaign speeches 'showed three is7

.
. ., ..

. suers to be prominent An the electiOn.- The need to end community conflict i

over the ,school syst9,:the board's responaiyeness, and the cost-:benefit
.

. ,

ratio of the system's large Administrative staff were debated at length.

Ni
After,. the election, the winning candidates repponded directly to.those issues.

. . .

,

,

.
The "responsiveness" issue had dominated the campaign. Manycan- . i

didates addressed the issue of the school board's lack. Of responsiveneSs.

However, the term's connotations varied. The recall advoCates and pro-

4

0 0



minent members of the teachers' association argued that the board could

not be responsive-to community needs because it was the superintendent's

6,0
puppet. Others felt that, the board meeting:format, which limited afidienCe

ti

I

participation, indicated a lack of respOnsiveness. Still others perceived
-fr!

it in terms of public relations and improving board-community communications..

The system's critics focused on a definition of responsiveness as acting

in accord with the expressed wishes of community groups, while its supporters

ficused on the public relations task of better communicating the rationale

for boa0 decisions to the community.

During the campaign the winning candidates initially appeared to ac-
.

cept the second definition. They not commit themselves to specific

policies, but they did promise to hold a series of public meetings to

get public "input" before their terms began.
.

After the election the new board members, met the responsiveness issue

in several ways. They held the promised public meetings where citizens

raised specific grievances such'as over crowding in some schools. These

meetings showed some support-for a stronger, board. For example, at one

meeting members of.the audience raised the idea'of a paid staff for the

board. During these meetings-the new board members also revealed tbat
N6

they perceived their Pole in a new way for that system. When the idea

.of a paid staff was suggested;,they said they'bad already begun planning -

/
for one. A winning candidate announced that he had already hired, at

his own expense, an assistant to help with board related work. In the

past, board members had'stated that such a staff was not only unnecessary

and expensive but also an indicant of lack of c9nfidence in'the super-

intendent.

Upon taking office, the new board members initiated policies to facil-

itate public communication with the board by relaxing the procedures for

:A.445
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t

addres ing the'board and setting time for an "open forum" at the end

of boar meetings,. When the board room could not accommodate crowd6,

they move to a lafger auditorium. 'These changes conforined(to 'the public

relations `definition of responsiveness. While they seem innocuous,

the former board hpd been unwilling to make them,

The new board members'also quickly established themselves as a

force independent of the administration and the remaining incumbents, who

had supported them during the'campaign. Tha'signalled their position

Ike
with symbolic gestures such as initiating a formal installation'te ony

in which a fudge administered the oath of office and demanding special,

stationery and designated parking spaces. They also argued with the super-

,:

intendent and other board members over substantive issues. The first
-

controversy developed over their response to another campaign issue- -
1

the effectiveness of the school system's,large administrative staff.
.

( The new majority approved an expensive study of the organization of that

staff and its impact on instruction._ The minority vigorously opposed

this 'decision.

Within three months the new majority felt that the superintendent,

would not implement their policies aggressively, so they attempted to

reassign him within the system. Instead, he resigned.S This precipitated

widespread criticism of the "new kids on the block",whiCh was especially

vehement awing those who haesupported the two winning candidates during

, °

the campaign. Some former supporters bUter1y noted that the new board
4 ,

members were initiating the policies of their opponents and abandoning

the stance they had maintained before the, election.

The cqnflict about school board policies and procedures before and..

during the campaign directly affedted the new ma rity's decisions. Cop-



D iu

at

filet, interacting with other
e

safisume.and maintain a posture

k' ,istratien..
7,

factbrs, enabled the new board member to

independent of the s hool system's admin71

4*. Kerr argues, that the absense of visible .spnstituen ee and can-

didates' lack, familiarity with schooilibard .activities nd school pro-
.

grams makes flfboard!members especially.4001nerable2to the 'socialization

,.; efforts of the school administration-and other board members. This social-

;*
igation ensures.tte perpetuation of a boar controlled by the super- *

intendailt. The-conditions Kerr describes had characteflzed the board until

the 1977 election. A relatively closed system had determined educational

4
policy.

'Ift;
,

The winning candidates'were' members o this system and had been endorsed

by its leadership. The insurgents' callhre to attract outsiders with their

issues and candidatesiuggests that this endorsement was a majOi.influence

N on.the election's outcome. However,a combination of factors freedthe

winning Candidates of a sense of obligation or a need to be accountable

..x to these supporters.

Two electoral variebles--self selection of candidates and at-large

rather than districted' positions- -help explain the candidates' abiliiy'to

.

establish-a Position-independent of their, supporters on'the board'and in 1

the school administration. Cistone found that board candidates in ur ban/

heterogeneous areas are less likely to be

likely to be sponsored by incumbents than

recruited by others and less

(.
candidates in rural/homogeneous

districts. In more complex settings the school board is less able to main-

tom a completely closed system by controlling the recruitment process

for membership. Although the incumbents strongly supported the two winning

candidates in this case,: they did not recruit them. Rather, they waited

-16-
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to see who chose to run, then evaihated the field and-Chose the most
V

compatible candidates. As a result the incumbents and administration

became only one of many groups supporting the winners. The new board:

members felt little obligation to the'incumbents'and administration, and

they were less amenable to their influence than iponsored candidates.

,
would have been. 4

4,

Running for at-large rather-than disricted positions enabled the

winners to argue that their support came from thtnughout the city. The

system's consensual style promoted a campaign in which support was

sought from many groups. Both6winnera, rant well throughout the city,-

gaining respectable support even in prdcincts they lost. While neither

teacher_ organization endorsed them) they received support and votes from

many teacts.
21

As a result the winners could argue that.they were

'accountable to all parts of the community, not only to their most pro-

minent supporters.. The large majoritieS each candidate received bolstered

that claim. The winning candidates joined the board pith a.sense of

holding 'a popular mandate.

Two idiosyncratic variables, the presense of a dissident on the,

board and the expettise of one candidate, also helped the new board

nietbers assert their inaependence. ,Th'd dissident owed her election to

weather conditions rather than to broad community support. Although

she had supported other candidates, she,was willing to enter a coalition

with_tDe newcomers. Thus, ftrom the beginning, thenew board members had
t.

4. ,

a majority vote. This freed them frOm:domination by other board members.
, A

Y 4 ) .
1

Ode of the candidates came to the board with considerable expertise t

and' experience. A former teacher in the system, she had spent many years

as a'community volunteer in the educational system. She/also had served



on boards of other community organizations. This well informed and

articulate woman was not intimidated by the expeiienceof older board

members and the expertise of the administration.

While electoral conflict and competition, self selection, and the

nature of the candidates themselves explain the change in theboard's

decision making style and the removal of the superintendent, the most

important AconditiOn is the complexity of the school district. It is.

'1,

more difficult for a professionally controlled elite to maintain a

closed system in a complex setting than in a homogeneous community. The

more diverse the district, the more difficult it is for the system to

satisfy the demands different groups place upon it. In 'attempting o

'et the demands of'one group,'the system meets.resistance from others.

'-C

Even the relatively small elite of community, affairs activists who are

r. involver in education-are more likely to have div'rse values and to make

yY

conflicting demands on the educational system. Co leiity promoteS,con-

flict.

,

Complexity also promotesPcompetition for office and increases the

probability,of electing a board.member whose values diverge from those

Of the rest of the board. Cistone states that rdral/homogenebus districts

exhibit a more iersonal style of politics which discourages competition for

office. However. in urban/heterogeneous districts the political and non-

political benefits of office seeking and the variety of potential sup-
,

porters encourages both self recruitment for candidacy and electoral

competition.
22

Newly elected candidates are more likely to find allies

on the board under such conditions. The more important variables iden-

tified in this case--conflict over issues, competition for office, and

'self selection of candidates--are,more likely to occur in the complex set-

ting thaoin the homogeneous community.
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.Zeigler.and Jennings argue that the electoral process rarely con-
'

forms to the criteria of democratic theory of leadership selection.

They state that limited competition, he widespread condition of sponsorship

an preemptive appointments, infrequenCy of challenge to the status qua,

and lack.of definate educational issues typical of school board)

elections' causes them to be discriminatory toward most of the community.23

This case suggests that the absense of those conditions does not guarantee

that the community as a whale will involve itself in educational politics.

However, the event of the election itself may serve as a catalystIto change
.4.-

the- relationship betwJen the board and administration. . .

Whether thdthanged relationship is evidence of the lard's attempt

to be more responsive to the community or of democietictr of school

'policy is questionable. Instead itirmay signal a shif in control within

the social system of activists in school policy. A segment of that

system lost control and faced a condition ofcompetition. Instead of

public consensus, board meetings expeilenced open debate,.conflict, and

shifting coalitions determined by issues. Control had not shifted to

,a stable group when data collection ceased several months after the

election.
,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,,,

.-
.

This case study provides evideriCe supporting the theory linking

the complexity of a school district with electoral competition and wit .

a decision making style marked by open conflict on the board and between

.the.board and the superintendent It also suggests that the effect of

the electoral factors of compet on and conflict are oftenindirect. In

the election studied, conflict and competition helped the winning candidates,

=19-
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resist socialization preSsures and

rather thans-increasing turnout and

to whom they felt accountable.

maintain an independent posture

developingidentifiabak constituencies

The case also shows the importance of idiosyncratic or chance variables
.

in determining outcomes. While the variables ident ified in the theorS,

increase the probability.of conflict, idiosyncratic factors maysmake it

happen. In this case the unpredicta

the last election; the fact that two

e election of a diSsident in

s ats rather than one were filled

.

in the election, add the personal qualities of one of the Winning candidates

created a coalition with a Majority vote on the board. In the ab %ense

of these factors, the election probably would not have changed the relation-%

ship be tween the superintendent and the majority of-A- board:-

Finally, it appears,that the relationship's the theory identifies'

-

may not necessarily represent democtatic influence on policy formation..
T.

While the board's
i
dedisioh style may appear more responsive, the board

still cannot respond easily to the expressed demands of their constituents.
nr

Even within the small educational social aystem," grievances-1re varied,

and their solutions are often *n mutual conflict. When faced with

. .

stant criticism from one part or another of the community, the new board

of responsiveness andover time may retreat from its expressed posture

24
close ranks with'the adMinistration.

I
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